Institute Views On Plates Being Made In England

Wedgegood China Sets Ordered by Over 2000 Techno-Chef Grads

Wedgegood plates with pictures of their administrators or other designs are being made in England to satisfy the order for more than 3000 dozen which the graduates of the Institute have already subscribed for. The set consists of 23 plates and costs £12.50 to be received with the Institute.

Hey Frosh! The Techno Mass Meeting Today

At North Hall, Walker Memorial 5 O’clock

The Tech Calls New Journalists to Mass Meeting

All students who are interested in journalism or photography are invited to the Techno mass meeting to be held in the North Hall at 5 o’clock today. The meeting will be as informal as its main purpose is to get the newsmen and the members of the various activities accustomed to each other. The meeting will be conducted informally.

In the Autumn Institute Committee appointed for the purpose of the meeting is one of the most popular Techno activities, that will be conducted informally.

Governing Body Gives Approval Of Committees

At the first meeting of the Institute Committee, which was held last Thursday afternoon in West Lounge of Walker Memorial, the membership of the Techno Smoker Committee, the Combined Clubs Committee, and the Curriculum Committee were approved. The captains and managers of the various Techno activities that comprise the I. T. A. were also approved by Techno’s governing body.

Chick Dolbin appointed Frosh Captain—Manning to Act

Chick Dolbin appointed Frosh Captain—Manning to Act

First Year Bandsmen Mark Their Debut

Edwin Oglesby, ’29, continues as Band Leader

A report of the meeting will be held on the Charles River Saturday afternoon, the first meeting of the Institute Committee.

On Columbus Day

The Columbus Day dance will be held on the Charles River Saturday afternoon, the first meeting of the Institute Committee.
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